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ABSTRACT
Background/objective This study compares the global
disability status of patients who had a mild ischaemic
stroke at 30 and 90 days poststroke, as measured by the
modified Rankin Scale (mRS), and identifies predictors of
change in disability status between 30 and 90 days.
Methods The study population included 1339 patients
who had a ischaemic stroke enrolled in the Mild and
Rapidly Improving Stroke Study with National Institutes
of Health (NIH) stroke score 0–5 and mRS measurements
at 30 and 90 days. Outcomes were (1) Improvement
defined as having mRS >1 at 30 days and mRS 0–1
at 90 days OR mRS >2 at 30 days and mRS 0–2 at 90
days and (2) Worsening defined as an increase of ≥2
points or a worsening from mRS of 1 at 30 days to 2
at 90 days. Demographic and clinical characteristics at
hospital arrival were abstracted from medical records,
and regression models were used to identify predictors of
functional improvement and decline from 30 to 90 days
post-stroke. Significant predictors were mutually adjusted
in multivariable models that also included age and stroke
severity.
Results Fifty-seven per cent of study participants had no
change in mRS value from 30 to 90 days. Overall, there
was moderate agreement in mRS between the two time
points (weighted kappa=0.59 (95% CI 0.56 to 0.62)).
However, worsening on the mRS was observed in 7.54%
of the study population from 30 to 90 days, and 17.33%
improved. Participants of older age (per year OR 1.02, 95%
CI 1.00 to 1.03), greater stroke severity (per NIH Stroke
Scale (NIHSS) point at admission OR 1.17, 95% CI 1.03
to 1.34), and those with no alteplase treatment (OR 1.72,
95% CI 1.11 to 2.69) were more likely to show functional
decline after mutual adjustment.
Discussion A quarter of all mild ischaemic stroke
participants exhibited functional changes between 30
and 90 days, suggesting that the 30-day outcome may
insufficiently represent long-term recovery in mild stroke
and longer follow-up may be clinically necessary.
Trial registration number NCT02072681.

INTRODUCTION
The final disability status after an ischaemic
stroke has typically been assessed at 90 days in
clinical trials. However, it has been shown that

Key messages
What is already known on this topic
► Functional status at 30 days poststroke has been

shown to be a reliable predictor of functional status
at 90 days, but whether this applies to survivors of
mild strokes is not known, and can have important
clinical and research implications.
What this study adds
► Using a conservative definition of change in Modified

Rankin Scale, we found that a quarter of all mild
stroke survivors exhibited functional changes between 30 and 90 days poststroke, with 8% declining
and 17% improving.
How this study might affect research, practice or
policy
► Although the use of a 30-day functional outcome
assessment would improve clinical study participant attrition and expedience of results, possibly
decrease costs, and provide an earlier indicator of
long-term functional prognosis, the results indicate
that a 90-day outcome measure should remain the
standard practice in clinical studies of patients who
had a mild stroke.

the functional status at 30 days poststroke,
measured by the modified Rankin Scale
(mRS),1 is a reliable predictor of functional
status at 90 days.2 In fact, the 30-day mRS alone
explained 65.6% of the variance in the 90-day
mRS. Whether this is true specifically among
the survivors of mild strokes is not known, as
they have been understudied. If poststroke
functional status in mild stroke could be reliably assessed at 30 days rather than 90 days,
it could potentially benefit patients, clinicians and researchers by allowing assessment
at an earlier time after stroke, reducing lost
to follow-
up and accelerating planning for
reintegration into the patient’s usual activities, including work. Clinical trials of acute
treatments for mild ischaemic stroke could
be done with a shorter follow-
up period,
reducing the time to complete the trials and
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METHODS
The design and methodology of the Mild and Rapidly
Improving Stroke Study (MaRISS) has been described
previously.3 The primary objectives of MaRISS were to
identify the long-term outcomes of patients with mild
and rapidly improving strokes as well as the predictors of
long-term outcomes, with a particular focus on alteplase
treatment. MaRISS is a prospective observational study of
patients arriving to the hospital within 4.5 hours of a mild
(NIH Stroke Scale (NIHSS) 0–5) or rapidly improving
stroke. The patients were treated at 100 MaRISS hospitals (online supplemental table 1), selected among those
participating in the American Heart Association’s (AHA)
Get With The Guidelines (GWTG) Stroke quality improvement programme, with >300 annual stroke discharges,
and identified to represent the overall geographical and
academic/non-
academic status of the overall GWTG-
Stroke hospital distribution. All MaRISS sites completed
an online training module that focused on the mRS.
We excluded all patients with an mRS >2 prior to their
stroke and those with complete resolution of symptoms at
arrival. Recruitment into the study was ascertained after
the decision to administer thrombolytic agents was made.
The current analysis was restricted to study participants
with NIHSS 0–5 at baseline and a final diagnosis of an
ischaemic stroke. IQVIA (Parsippany, New Jersey) serves
as the data collection and coordination centre.
Demographic and clinical characteristics at hospital
arrival were abstracted from medical records by trained
hospital personnel as part of GWTG-Stroke. The mRS-9Q
version4 was used to limit inter-rater variability; it was
obtained at 30 days and again at 90 days through a
structured telephone interview performed by trained
and certified site study personnel. A good outcome was
defined as mRS 0–1. Improvement from 30 to 90 days was
defined as having mRS>1 at 30 days and mRS 0–1 at 90
days OR mRS>2 at 30 days and mRS 0–2 at 90 days. Worsening from 30 to 90 days was defined as an increase of two
or more points or a worsening from mRS of 1 at 30 days
to 2 at 90 days. A weighted kappa statistic was calculated
to represent agreement between the 30-day and 90-day
mRS.
Univariate χ2 analyses were used to describe categorical patient and treatment characteristics in relation to
mRS improvement (improvement vs no improvement)
and mRS worsening (worsening vs no worsening). The
potential predictors of interest included sex, race/
ethnicity, insurance status, off hours arrival, stroke mechanism, altered consciousness, weakness, aphasia, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidaemia, tobacco
use, prior stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA),
2

atrial fibrillation (AF), coronary artery disease (CAD)/
prior myocardial infarction (MI), heart failure, carotid
disease, peripheral vascular disease, anticoagulation
use, antiplatelet use, alteplase treatment, haemorrhagic
complication of alteplase treatment and endovascular
therapy. The univariate relationships between age and
mRS worsening and improvement were examined using
tests, and the relationships between baseline NIHSS
t-
and mRS worsening and improvement were examined
using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Variables that were
significantly associated with worsening or improvement
in univariate analyses (p<0.05) were included in mutually
adjusted multivariable logistic regression models using
the complete case approach due to minimal missing data.
In these models the dichotomous outcomes were mRS
worsening and improvement, as described above, and all
variables that reached statistical significance in univariate analyses were included simultaneously as independent variables in addition to age and NIHSS at admission
(included a priori), and we accounted for clustering by
hospital.
The authors are not authorised to make the data
publicly available.
RESULTS
The MaRISS study population included 1765 participants
with a mild stroke (NIHSS 0–5) and an ischaemic stroke
or TIA, of whom 1339 were included in the current analysis of patients who had a ischaemic stroke with NIHSS
0–5 and mRS at 30 and 90 days (177 with TIA and 249
with missing mRS were excluded). Participants who were
missing one or two mRS assessments were not different
in relation to stroke severity, but tended to be younger
than participants who had both mRS documented
(p<0.05). Out of 1461 participants with 30-day mRS, 122
were missing 90-day mRS. Among the patients with 30-day
mRS, the 30-day mRS value was not a predictor of having
the 90-day mRS missing (p=0.61) in logistic regression
models adjusting for age and NIHSS at admission.
The distribution of the mRS at 30 days and 90 days, and
the difference from 30 to 90 days is shown in figure 1 and
online supplemental table 2. Fifty-seven per cent of study
participants had the same mRS value at 30 and 90 days,
while 17% improved by 1 point, and 9% declined by 1
point (1.6% starting at mRS=1). A weighted kappa of 0.59
(95% CI 0.56 to 0.62) suggested moderate agreement
between the scores at the two time points. Figure 2 shows
the distribution of mRS at 30 and 90 days.
Employing the more parsimonious definitions of worsening and improvement between 30 and 90 days defined
for this analysis (worsening: increase mRS >2 or change
from 1 to 2; improvement: change from mRS >1 to 0–1
or change from mRS >2 to 0–2), we observed worsening
in 7.54% (n=101) and improvement in 17.33% (n=232).
As shown in online supplemental table 2, there were 10
additional participants who improved by more than 1
point but never achieved an mRS of 0–2 at 90 days. All of
Gardener H, et al. Stroke & Vascular Neurology 2022;0. doi:10.1136/svn-2021-001333
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thereby realising cost savings. Therefore, the goal of this
study is to compare the global disability status of patients
who had a mild ischaemic stroke at 30 and 90 days poststroke and identify predictors of change in disability status
between 30 and 90 days, including alteplase treatment.
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Figure 1 Change in modified Rankin Scale (mRS) between
30 and 90 days.

these participants improved from an mRS=5 to an mRS=3,
which can also represent important clinical improvement,
but was not included in the more parsimonious definition
used in this study.
Table 1 shows the distribution of the patient and clinical characteristics in the full study population, and
stratified by mRS worsening and improvement. In these
analyses, patients with clinically insignificant worsening
or improvement (ie, those that did not meet the definitions of worsening or improvement indicated above but
did not have the exact same mRS at 30 and 90 days) were
still included, as part of the ‘did not worsen’ or ‘did not
improve’ categories, respectively.
In univariate analyses the following variables were associated with mRS worsening from 30 to 90 days (p<0.05):
older age, cardioembolic stroke mechanism, AF and no
alteplase treatment. These variables remained significant
after adjusting for age and NIHSS at hospital admission
(table 2). After mutual adjustment in the final multivariable model, AF was no longer a significant predictor of
decline, while increased stroke severity was associated
with decline.
In univariate analyses, the following variables were
associated with mRS improvement from 30 to 90 days
(p<0.05): private arrival mode, no hypertension, no
dyslipidaemia, no previous CAD or MI. No hypertension, no dyslipidaemia and no previous CAD or MI all
remained significant predictors after adjusted for age

Figure 2 Distribution of modified Rankin Scale (mRS) at 30
and 90 days poststroke (%).
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DISCUSSION
In this study of patients who had a mild ischaemic
stroke treated at select GWTG-S troke hospitals across
the USA, we examined whether an mRS assessment at
30 days may be an adequate representation of long-
term disability at 90 days. It is widely accepted that
an accurate prognosis of recovery after stroke can
be made by 90 days from stroke onset,5 and an mRS
assessment at 90 days is common in clinical trials. It
has been previously suggested that the mRS at 30 days
is similar to that at 90 days 2; in that study the mRS at
30 days after discharge did not differ in approximately
50% of patients at 90 days, and those who showed
functional change over time were more likely to
worsen than improve. However, data on mild strokes
are limited and the course of recovery may differ from
more severe strokes. While mild stroke symptoms may
improve faster, it is also possible that small insults
allow surrounding brain tissue to engage in more
vigorous neuroplasticity and recovery,6 underscoring
the need to examine the functional trajectory from
30 to 90 days specifically in a large sample of mild
strokes.
The results of the current study align with previous
data suggesting consistency in function at 30 and 90
days poststroke from a statistical standpoint, but from
a clinical perspective there was a high proportion of
participants that had functional changes between 30
and 90 days. Specifically, with our conservative definition of mRS change, we found that a quarter of
all study participants exhibited functional changes
between 30 and 90 days, with 8% declining and 17%
improving. For these patients the 30-d ay outcome was
not representative of long-t erm recovery and a longer
follow-
u p was clinically necessary. The potential
causes of functional decline between 30 and 90 days in
almost 8% of this population are many, such as stroke
recurrence or other vascular events and depression.
However, the MaRISS study did not collect the data
needed to better understand interim clinical conditions that may have contributed to functional decline.
The 17% probability of significant improvement
between 30 and 90 days in this mild stroke population
supports the hypothesis that a mild stroke may result in
greater opportunity for longer-term functional improvement compared with a major stroke that may be so debilitating that the prospect for improvement is diminished.
The expected course of recovery for stroke, in general,
depends on the severity of the initial stroke. Most patients
who had a mild acute stroke are discharged home with
none to mild neurological and functional disabilities
after leaving the hospital, while most patients who had
a severe stroke experience severe neurological and functional disability at discharge.7 Previous data suggest that
3
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and NIHSS, but their associations were attenuated after
mutual adjustment (table 3).
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Improved
N=232

Did not improve
N=1107

P value

Worsened
N=101

Did not worsen
N=1238

P value

Age: mean, SD

65, 14

66, 13

0.43

69, 13

66, 13

0.01

Admission NIHSS: median, IQR

2, 1–3

3, 1–4

0.51

3, 2–4

3, 1–4

0.13

22

23

35

22

Stroke mechanism %
 Cardioembolism

0.64

0.04

 Large artery atherosclerosis

16

13

14

14

 Small artery occlusion

29

27

19

29

 Undetermined

25

29

29

28

 Other determined

6

5

4

5

 Missing

2

2

Male %

52

59

74

77

Race/ethnicity %
 White

0.06

0

2

55

58

71

77

0.19

0.07

 Black

11

13

14

12

 Hispanic

8

5

11

5

4

6

6

6

Insurance %
 Medicaid

0.08

0.38

 Medicare

47

52

58

50

 Private

38

35

30

36

Arrival off hours %

53

58

59

57

Arrival mode %

0.25

0.63

0.04

0.73
1.00

 EMS

47

49

49

49

 Private

35

29

31

30

 Transfer

13

19

18

18

 Other

5

3

3

3

Altered consciousness %

1

3

0.25

5

2

0.08

Weakness %

39

39

0.87

43

38

0.41

Aphasia %

27

28

0.75

32

27

0.33

Tobacco use %

24

19

0.09

18

20

0.62

Previous stroke/TIA %

18

20

0.44

25

20

0.21

CAD/MI %

13

20

0.01

21

19

0.60

Atrial fibrillation %

10

15

0.07

24

13

0.004

Carotid stenosis %

3

3

0.69

2

3

0.76

PVD %

3

2

0.38

2

2

1.00

Heart failure %

3

5

0.40

5

4

0.80

Anticoagulant use %

4

4

0.82

7

4

0.18

Antiplatelet use %

36

42

0.10

45

41

0.43

Hypertension %

63

72

0.01

72

71

0.73

Diabetes %

26

32

0.08

33

31

0.65

Dyslipidaemia %

49

56

0.04

60

55

0.25

Alteplase treatment %

65

60

0.19

51

61

0.04

Endovascular therapy %

4

2

0.16

4

2

0.31

sICH in alteplase-treated patients %

1

<1

0.56

0

1

1.00

CAD, coronary artery disease; EMS, emergency medical services; MI, myocardial infarction; NIHSS, NIH Stroke Scale; PVD, peripheral
vascular disease; sICH, symptomatic intracranial haemorrhage; TIA, Transient ischemic attack.
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Risk factor

OR (95% CI)
Model 1*

OR (95% CI)
Model 2†

NIHSS

1.10 (0.96 to 1.27)

1.17 (1.03 to 1.34)

Age (by year)

1.02 (1.01 to 1.04)

1.02 (1.00 to 1.03)

 Cardioembolism

Ref

Ref

 Large artery
atherosclerosis

0.63 (0.35 to 1.14)

0.75 (0.40 to 1.40)

 Small artery
occlusion

0.46 (0.26 to 0.81)

0.54 (0.30 to 0.99)

 Other

0.64 (0.39 to 1.05)

0.77 (0.44 to 1.33)

Atrial fibrillation

1.86 (1.13 to 3.06)

1.36 (0.76 to 2.41)

Alteplase treatment

0.55 (0.36 to 0.83)

0.58 (0.37 to 0.90)

Stroke mechanism

Forty-six participants (3.4%) had an mRS 0–1 at 30 days but
worsened to an mRS ≥3 at 90 days. This small group was older (mean
age=74±12), with higher percentage of cardioembolic stroke (48%),
atrial fibrillation (33%), anticoagulation therapy (12%), dyslipidaemia
(70%), Medicare (74%), female (57%) and had a higher percentage of
alteplase treatment (47%), p<0.05 in univariate analyses.
*Model 1: adjusted for NIHSS and age.
†Model 2: mutually adjusted for NIHSS, age, stroke mechanism, atrial
fibrillation, alteplase treatment.
mRS, modified Rankin Scale; NIHSS, NIH Stroke Scale.

approximately 80% of patients that suffered mild strokes
reached their best neurological state within 2.5–6.5
weeks, while 80% of patients that suffered very severe
strokes reached their best neurological state within 10–13
weeks.5 However, the current data supports the opportunity for continued improvement up to 90 days poststroke
in low NIHSS stroke.
The results of this study also provided novel information about how to predict patients that might be
more likely to improve or decline between 30 and 90
Table 3 Predictors of improvement between 30 and 90
days
Risk factor

OR (95% CI)
Model 1*

OR (95% CI)
Model 2†

NIHSS

0.97 (0.90 to 1.06)

1.00 (0.92 to 1.08)

Age

1.00 (0.99 to 1.01)

1.00 (0.99 to 1.01)

 EMS

Ref

Ref

 Private

1.29 (0.97 to 1.71)

1.29 (0.97 to 1.70)

 Transfer

0.73 (0.48 to 1.10)

0.71 (0.47 to 1.07)

 Other

1.77 (0.98 to 3.20)

1.70 (0.93 to 3.10)

Previous CAD/ 0.58 (0.36 to 0.95)
MI

0.63 (0.37 to 1.07)

Arrival mode

Hypertension

0.67 (0.52 to 0.87)

0.76 (0.56 to 1.03)

Dyslipidaemia

0.75 (0.59 to 0.95)

0.87 (0.67 to 1.14)

*Model 1: adjusted for NIHSS and age.
†Model 2: mutually adjusted for NIHSS, age, arrival mode,
previous CAD/MI, hypertension, dyslipidaemia.
CAD, coronary artery disease; EMS, Emergency Medical
Services; MI, myocardial infarction; NIHSS, NIH Stroke Scale.
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days, which can help investigators and medical professionals target specific patients for whom an additional
90-d ay assessment may be important. Patients with AF
were more likely to decline between 30 and 90 days,
even after accounting for age and stroke severity, while
alteplase treatment was associated with a decreased
risk of decline. AF is recognised as a strong predictor
of recurrent stroke, and patients with AF not treated
with anticoagulants have been shown to have a twofold
increased risk of stroke recurrence.8 It is possible that
patients with a recent stroke are not anticoagulated at
discharge. 9 However, the MaRISS study did not collect
data on medication prescription and adherence at
90-d ays post-d ischarge. As expected, increasing age
and stroke severity were also independent predictors of decline. In contrast the results suggested that
patients with prior CAD or MI, hypertension and
dyslipidaemia were less likely to improve between
30 and 90 days but none of these variables remained
independent predictors after mutual adjustment.
We have previously shown in MaRISS that patients
treated with alteplase were more likely to experience
early improvement in the NIHSS, but we did not identify
an association of alteplase with 90-day outcome between
patients who were treated and untreated in this observational study, except for patients with NIHSS in the 3–5
range: those who received alteplase treatment performed
better on the Stroke Impact Scale-16 at 90 days.10 The
current study adds to the observations regarding potential modest benefits of alteplase treatment in patients with
mild stroke, as treated participants were also less likely to
decline on the mRS from 30 to 90 days, controlling for
age and stroke severity. In MaRISS, a very small number
had thrombectomy and therefore we could not assess
its effect on outcomes. A recent multicentre study and
meta-analysis did not find a clear benefit of thrombectomy over best medical management in patients with low
NIHSS,11 but there are ongoing thrombectomy trials in
this population.
Important strengths of the current study were the focus
on mild strokes with a broad range of important clinical characteristics collected prospectively at the time of
hospital admission, the collection of repeated mRS assessments by trained study personnel, the use of the mRS-9Q
V.4 to reduce interobserver variability, and the minimal
lost to follow-up. Potential selection bias in relation to
alteplase treatment is important to note, as MaRISS
included a very large proportion of alteplase treated
patients (57%), higher than that reported in other large
US-based studies of mild strokes.12 It is also important to
note that excluded participants without mRS at both 30
and 90 days tended to be slightly younger and therefore
possibly less likely to worsen. However, it was reassuring to
observe that the 30-day mRS performance was unrelated
to missingness of 90-day mRS. Finally, we did not collect
information about access and intensity of rehabilitation
after hospital discharge, medication adherence, lifestyle
modifications, social support, nor stroke recurrence and
5
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